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bstract

lass-alumina functionally graded materials were obtained by percolation and alternatively by plasma spraying. The paper develops a reliable
odel to predict the functional gradient of the analysed systems. A finite element code, which was able to handle microstructural images, was

mployed to estimate the effective elastic properties along the gradient direction. The calculated values were compared with experimental data
cquired by means of systematic microindentation tests. The computational approach was compared with analytical tools such as the rule of
ixture. The results revealed that the elastic properties were significantly influenced by microstructural features such as the shape of the ingredient

aterials domains and the presence of pores at the grain boundaries. This was particularly evident in the sprayed FGMs, due to their peculiar

amellar microstructure. Even if the coating–substrate interface properties were difficult to include in the model, the numerical simulations fitted
airly well the experimental data.

2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Functionally graded materials (FGMs) are an innovative class
f composite materials, characterized by an engineered spatial
istribution of the constituent phases.1 In fact, unlike traditional
omposite materials, FGM ingredient materials are not uni-
ormly arranged in space, but are designed in order to provide
wanted compositional and/or microstructural gradient.2 The

mooth variation of composition and/or microstructure results
n a gradient of properties, which can be tailored to the assigned
hermo-mechanical loadings. FGMs, therefore, may be opti-

ally applied whenever the service conditions are different from
oint to point.3,4 Moreover, FGMs may be advantageous with
espect to traditional bi-materials systems, where two differ-
nt materials are abruptly coupled, since the gradual change
f composition in FGMs may reduce the stress state at the

nterface.4,5 Actually FGMs were first introduced in the 1980s in
apan as innovative high performance thermal barrier coatings
or aerospace vehicles.6

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +39 059 2056240; fax: +39 059 2056243.
E-mail address: sola.antonella@unimo.it (A. Sola).
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Moreover, if the functional gradient is properly designed,
he final FGM can show special properties, which cannot be
chieved by the ingredient materials considered separately or a
raditional composite material having the same mean composi-
ion as the FGM.7,8 From this point of view, great attention has
een paid to the effect of introducing a gradient in elastic prop-
rties on the indentation strength of materials. Giannakopoulos
t al.7 analysed glass-alumina graded coatings, characterized
y a progressive increase of the Young’s modulus with depth,
nd they demonstrated that the elastic gradient significantly
mproved the material resistance to elastic Hertzian indentation.
urthermore, Suresh et al.8 proved that, if the spatial change of

he elastic properties was optimised, the resistance to sliding-
ontact damage of such glass-alumina FGMs could be signifi-
antly improved.

FGMs are widely used whenever the applied thermo-
echanical loads vary with location within the same component,

ince the functional gradient can be tailored to the prescribed
ervice conditions.3,4 However, the material gradation, which

nduces the functional gradient, makes FGMs behave in a differ-
nt way from homogeneous materials or traditional composites7

nd it is extremely difficult to understand the correlation existing
etween the microstructure of graded heterogeneous materials

mailto:sola.antonella@unimo.it
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jeurceramsoc.2006.09.009
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onto a sintered alumina substrate,16,17 previously grit-blasted
with SiC powder (mean grain size: 165 �m).22 Two different
compositional profiles were evaluated: in the plasma sprayed
sample labeled “FGM-p1” the coating composition varied from
394 V. Cannillo et al. / Journal of the Europ

nd their effective properties.9,10 Therefore, since FGMs were
rst introduced, several models have been proposed to predict

he resulting performances of graded systems on the basis of
heir composition and microstructure.10–13

In the present work, a microstructure-based finite element
ethod (FEM) was applied to glass-alumina FGMs with the aim

f evaluating their effective elastic gradient, which governs their
uperficial resistance. Two different production techniques were
tilized, i.e. percolation and plasma spraying. The former, which
xploited the glass aptitude to infiltrate a polycrystalline alumina
ubstrate,7,8,14 was a typical “natural transport based process”3;
he latter, which built the compositional gradient layer by layer,
as a representative “constructive method”.3 While observing

he cross-section of each sample, several images were taken and
hen elaborated, thus obtaining a picture of the entire graded
rofile, which was then used for the finite element simulations. In
rder to validate the microstructure based modeling, a systematic
icro-indentation test was performed on the cross-section of

ach FGM, the elastic modulus was deduced by the load–depth
ndentation curve and the Young’s modulus was determined as
function of depth.

. Materials

.1. Ingredient materials

Due to their attractive potentialities,7,8 glass-alumina FGMs
ere considered in the present research. Both the ingredient
aterials and the production techniques were described in pre-

ious works15–17 and thus, they are only briefly summarized in
he following.

The substrate of both the percolated and the plasma-sprayed
amples was made of a commercially available18 sintered alu-
ina (purity: 99.7%; density: 3.9 g/cm3; mineralogical com-

osition: � alumina), which was supplied in the form of
cm × 5 cm × 0.8 cm tiles. The main mechanical properties of

he alumina are reported in Table 1.
In order to produce the FGM by plasma spraying, an alumina

owder was required; for this purpose, a commercial product19

as chosen for its high purity (99.5%) and its grain size, suit-
ble for the plasma spraying process (31 ± 4 �m). Again, only
alumina was detected by the X-ray diffraction in the alumina

owder.
The second ingredient material was a glass belonging to
he ternary system CaO–ZrO2–SiO2 (CZS),15 which was cho-
en due to the good thermo-mechanical properties of these
lasses.20,21 In the percolation-based process, the glass was used
n bulk form, while in the plasma spraying method the glass was

able 1
ost relevant thermo-mechanical properties of the ingredient materials

Glass15 �-Al2O3
17 �-Al2O3

28

lastic modulus, E (GPa) 96 380 300
oisson’s coefficient 0.27 0.21 0.27
oefficient of thermal
expansion (K−1)

8.7 × 10−6 8.3 × 10−6 8.2 × 10−6

F
e
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mployed in powder form. In the former case, the molten glass
as poured into a mould in order to obtain a bar, which was

nnealed (1 h at 800 ◦C, slow cooling down inside the kiln) and
hen cut into 1 mm thick slices; in the latter case, the molten glass
as plunged into cold water and the resultant frit was wet ball
illed, dried and atomized. The thermo-mechanical properties

f the glass are listed in Table 1.

.2. Functionally graded materials

One type of glass-alumina FGMs was obtained by
ercolation.15,16 During the heat treatment (1600 ◦C, 4 h), the
lass melted and progressively penetrated into the polycrys-
alline alumina, by moving along the grain boundaries and
artially filling the residual pores of the substrate. A percolated
ample was cut along the infiltration direction in order to study
he graded profile. The X-ray energy dispersion spectroscopy
X-EDS), coupled with the scanning electron micrope (SEM),
as used to detect the presence of SiO2, which was considered as
marker of the glass, along the percolation direction; in this way

t was possible to estimate the maximum depth reached by the
lass. Since the SiO2 substantially vanished at about 1600 �m of
epth, it was assumed that this was the maximum depth reached
y the glass.16 Then the FGM cross-section was carefully pol-
shed and subjected to a chemical etching with a 4% fluoridric
cid solution for 10 s. Since the chemical treatment removed
he glass but did not alter the alumina grains, the microstruc-
ural details became evident (Fig. 1). For SEM, several partially
verlapped images were taken (in file format) and connected,
hus, obtaining a column-like image of the entire graded profile.

The second class of FGMs considered in the present research
as obtained by plasma spraying a glass-alumina graded coating
ig. 1. SEM image of the percolated FGM cross-section after the chemical
tching. The picture refers to the upper part of the cross-section.
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00% alumina (at the interface with the alumina substrate) to
00% glass (at the top surface), while in the plasma sprayed
ystem named “FGM-p2” the coating composition varied from
0% alumina–20% glass (at the interface with the alumina sub-
trate) to 100% glass (at the top surface), as shown in Fig. 2.
n both cases the graded coatings were designed as multi-
ayered systems, in which each layer could be assimilated to

traditional composite material, having a mean composition
lightly different from the neighbouring ones. However, both
n FGM-p1 and FGM-p2, the layer thickness was minimized
<30 �m), in order to obtain a continuous-like profile, and kept
onstant. The detailed description of the fabrication process,
hich employed two separate feeders for the two powders (alu-
ina and glass)17,23 instead of pre-mixed powder blends,24–27

nd the characterization of the plasma sprayed FGMs were pre-
ented in a previous work.17

As represented in Fig. 2, the SEM investigation of the cross-
ections showed that both in FGM-p1 and FGM-p2 it was not

ossible to distinguish the deposited layers, since the single layer
hickness was comparable with the splat dimension. From this
oint of view, therefore, the plasma sprayed coatings could be

ig. 2. SEM images of the plasma-sprayed FGMs: (a) FGM-p1, with a detail of
he coating–substrate interface; (b) FGM-p2.
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onsidered as continuously graded systems and not as “step-
ise” systems, though they were designed as layered materials.
owever, if the microscale was considered, the microstructure
f the sprayed FGMs was heterogeneous, since the glass and
he alumina splats could be clearly discriminated. Moreover,
he SEM inspection revealed that the sprayed coatings were
haracterized by microstructural defects, such as pores and inter-
amellar cracks; however, the major fault of these coatings in the
s-sprayed conditions was the relatively weak interface between
he coating and the alumina substrate, as shown in Fig. 2 (detail).

Due to the different coating design, though the composi-
ional change rate was the same in the two plasma sprayed
ystems,17 the total thickness reached by the coating was higher
n FGM-p1 (about 700 �m) than in FGM-p2 (about 500 �m),
s proved by the SEM inspection (Fig. 2). As already done for
he percolated FGM, during the SEM observation of both the
lasma sprayed samples several images of the cross-section were
cquired and properly combined, thus obtaining a column-like
mage of the whole graded region. Since in the FGM-p1 and the
GM-p2 samples the glass splats could be easily identified, it
as not necessary to perform a chemical etching to highlight the
icrostructural features.

. Methods

.1. Prediction of the elastic property profile by the rule of
ixture

A first attempt to predict the elastic property profile in FGMs
as made by applying the rule of mixture (ROM) inspired by

he theory of traditional composite materials. In order to do so,
he column-like image of the percolated FGM cross-section was
laborated: since the glass had been removed by the chemical
tching, the regions originally occupied by the glassy phase were
dentified, as shown in Fig. 3a, and the residual pores were sep-
rately considered as a third phase (along with the glass and
he alumina). Then the column-like picture was divided into
6 equal rectangular areas, each of which was about 100 �m
igh. In each of the 16 areas of the graded profile the vol-
me fractions of the constituent phases were evaluated and the
OM was applied, thus obtaining the mean value of the Young’s
odulus:

= VaEa + VgEg + VpEp

here Va, Vg and Vp are the volume fractions of the alumina, the
lass and the pores in the specific rectangular area considered,
hile Ea, Eg and Ep are the values of the respective Young’s
odulus.
The same approach was applied to the plasma sprayed FGMs,

ith the difference that the glass had not been removed by chem-
cally etching the cross-section and the glass splats were clearly
efined. Since the thickness of the graded region was much
ower in FGM-p1 and FGM-p2 (about 700 �m and 500 �m,

espectively) than in the percolated FGM (about 1600 �m), the
olumn-like pictures of the sprayed samples were divided in
ewer rectangular areas, i.e. eight areas for FGM-p1 and six
reas for FGM-p2, and the height of each area was reduced
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ig. 3. The picture exemplifies the image elaboration carried out in order to
efine the area originally occupied by the glass in the percolated FGM cross-
ection (a) and the respective microstructure-based finite element mesh (b).

rom 100 �m to about 85 �m. It is worth noting that the plasma
praying process, while leaving the CZS phase in an amorphous
tate,17 caused a wide transformation of the alumina powder
rom the � to the � polymorph17,28 and therefore the �-alumina
as not considered in the sprayed samples but it was substituted
y the �-alumina, whose properties, taken from the literature,
re listed in Table 1.

.2. Prediction of the elastic property profile by the finite
lement method

An alternative way to predict the elastic property profile is

epresented by the finite element method (FEM). In the present
tudy, the simulations were performed by employing OOF,29,30

code which is able to operate on microstructural images and to
pply the FEM at the microscale. In fact, pictures (in file format)

t
a
I
F
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f the actual microstructure can be acquired and directly mapped
nto finite element meshes; the thermo-mechanical properties of
he constituent phases can be assigned and used as input data and
hen OOF can be used to perform virtual tests on the material.
ince the simulations are based on images of the real microstruc-

ure, OOF is able to reveal the effects of microstructural details
uch as pores and inclusions and therefore it is a powerful tool
o investigate the relation existing between materials proper-
ies and microstructure. In fact, OOF has been widely used to
nvestigate complex systems, such as composite materials and
GMs.31–46 Moreover, OOF has been applied to plasma-sprayed
ystems: in particular, Wang et al.47 studied the effect of pores
nd interfaces on the macroscopic thermo-mechanical proper-
ies of plasma-sprayed zirconia coatings, with a special attention
o their elastic modulus and thermal conductivity.

As regards the FGMs analysed here, in order to evaluate the
lastic modulus as a function of depth the rectangular areas
lready used for the ROM-based approach were employed. Each
rea was discretized into a finite element mesh, the properties of
he constituent phases were introduced as reported in Table 1,
nd a test was simulated in order to estimate the elastic modulus.
or each area, two different calculations were performed: in the
rst one, the elastic modulus was calculated along the “y” axis,

.e. the axis parallel to the gradient direction; in the second one,
he calculation was performed along the “x” axis, i.e. the axis
erpendicular to the gradient direction (in other words, paral-
el to the surface). These simulated tensile tests were useful to
ppreciate the possible local anisotropy of the system. The same
rocedure was applied to the 16 areas into which the percolated
GM profile was divided, as well as to the 8 areas of the FGM-p1
rofile and the 6 areas of the FGM-p2 profile. An example of the
icrostructure-based meshes, created with triangular elements,

s presented in Fig. 3b, which refers to the same area represented
n Fig. 3a. Each area of the graded profiles was mapped onto a
rid containing about 45,000 elements.

.3. Experimental measurement of the elastic property
rofile

In order to validate the values predicted by the ROM and
he FEM simulations, the elastic modulus was experimentally

easured via depth-sensing micro-indentation (OpenPlatform,
SM Instruments SA). These techniques, in fact, are widely
sed to quantify not only the hardness, but also the elastic mod-
lus of materials: usually data are collected during a complete
ycle of loading and unloading, then unloading data are anal-
sed to obtain the wanted properties.48 In the present research,
he cross-section of the three evaluated systems underwent a
ystematic Vickers microindentation test, which required to per-
orm several indentations along lines parallel to the “x” direction
t given depths, as shown in Fig. 4. For each indentation the
oad–displacement curve was recorded and the local elastic mod-
lus was deduced by applying the Oliver and Pharr’s method48;

hen the mean value of the elastic modulus was calculated as
n average of the several elastic moduli acquired on each line.
n the tests the applied load was set to 10 N for the percolated
GM, but it was reduced to 1 N for the plasma sprayed samples,
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Fig. 4. Exemplifying map of the Vickers microindentation test performed on the
cross-section of the three FGMs considered. The interline �y was set to 100 �m
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in this case, since the calculated elastic properties were signifi-
cantly overestimated. In fact, the ROM was not able to account
for the abundant microstructural defects which are typical of
plasma sprayed systems, such as interlamellar microcracks or
or the percolated FGM and to 85 �m for the sprayed FGM. The indentations
ere carried out on 16 lines in the percolated FGM, on 8 lines in the FGM-p1

nd on 6 lines in the FGM-p2.

hich are intrinsically weaker; moreover, the elastic modulus
as measured every 100 �m of depth on the percolated FGM

ross-section, but it was evaluated every 85 �m of depth on the
prayed specimens, coherently with the height of the correspon-
ent rectangular areas used in the simulations.

. Results and discussion

As regards the percolated FGM, the analysis of the column-
ike image revealed that the composition changed along the
enetration direction following a substantially linear trend; con-
equently, as represented in Fig. 5, the elastic modulus predicted
y the ROM varied linearly as well, increasing from 330 GPa in
he most superficial area to 350 GPa in the deepest area. If com-
ared with the experimental data, the values predicted by the
OM did not fit perfectly, but the difference was of the same
rder of magnitude as the experimental error. This slight dif-
erence could be due to several reasons. First of all, when the
OM was applied within each rectangular area, it was implicitly
ssumed that the graded system could be locally assimilated to
traditional (not graded) composite material; in other words,

he ROM did not account for the compositional change which
ccurred within the analysed rectangular area. Even more, the
OM was governed by the volume fractions of the constituent

hases, but it did not consider such microstructural features as
he size and shape of the ingredient materials domains and their
ctual mutual distribution. Moreover, the ROM was first devel-
ped for long fiber composites,49 while the percolated FGM

ig. 5. Comparison between the predicted and the measured elastic properties
n the percolated FGM.

F
i
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icrostructure was locally similar to a particulate reinforced
omposite material. However, the relatively good agreement
etween the calculated values and the experimental ones sug-
ested that the ROM could be reasonably used to evaluate in
rst approximation the elastic property profile in the percolated
pecimen. As regards the computational simulations, which
aithfully modelled the real microstructure, the calculated val-
es were in good agreement with the elastic properties measured
ia microindentation, as shown in Fig. 5. It is worth noting that
he predicted values of the elastic properties along the “y” axis
parallel to the glass penetration direction) and the “x” axis (per-
endicular to the penetration direction) were comparable—in
ther words, within each rectangular area, Ex was quite similar
o Ey. This means that, if the whole graded profile is considered,
he glass percolation created a monodirectional gradient and the
GM resulted to be an intrinsically anisotropic system; instead
t the microscale, if a local level is considered, i.e. within each
ectangular area of the simulation, the material behaviour was
roved to be substantially isotropic.

As regards the plasma sprayed samples, the graphs in Fig. 6a
nd b demonstrate that the ROM could not be validly applied
ig. 6. Comparison between the predicted and the measured elastic properties
n the sprayed FGMs.
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eak splat–splat interfaces. However, the functional profiles pre-
icted by the ROM were substantially linear for both the sprayed
amples, thus confirming the good correspondence between the
esigned gradients and the fabricated materials. Further infor-
ation may be obtained by the FEM approach. First of all, the

imulations showed that the elastic modulus predicted along the
y” direction was systematically lower than the one predicted
long the “x” direction. As a matter of fact, in the plasma sprayed
GMs two different sources of anisotropy may be identified: the
resence of a monodirectional gradient of composition along the
y” direction and the peculiar splat-like microstructure generated
y the plasma spraying process. In fact, the monodirectional
hange of composition along the “y” axis, which resulted in
functional gradient, caused an anisotropic behaviour which

ould be appreciated if the dimensional scale of the gradient was
onsidered, as already seen for the percolated FGM. Moreover,
uring the plasma spraying process, the sprayed particles melted,
mpacted against the substrate and flattened, creating a lamellar

orphology which was inherently anisotropic or, more exactly,
ransversally isotropic, with isotropy in the plane perpendicu-
ar to the spraying direction. This is a well known phenomenon
n plasma sprayed materials, since the lamellar shape of splats,
hich can be assimilated to elongated particles flattened on the

ubstrate plane, as well as the preferential orientation of pores
nd cracks, which tend to be normal or parallel to the substrate,
esult in anisotropy of the elastic behaviour28,47,50 and other
roperties such as conductivity.51 Hence, unlike the percolated
GM, the sprayed samples showed an anisotropic behaviour
lso at the microscale (i.e. within each area of the models). In
ther words, due to the different microstructures of the exam-
ned systems, the anisotropic behaviour of the percolated FGM
ould be appreciated only if the whole graded profile was con-
idered (typical length scale: hundreds of microns); instead the
nisotropic behaviour of the sprayed FGMs could be appreciated
lso at the microscale, i.e. within each rectangular area of the
imulations (typical length scale: tens of microns). Obviously
he ROM, which simply accounted for the volume fraction of
he constituent phases, could not provide a justifying analysis of
his local anisotropy.

Moreover, when comparing the FEM results with the exper-
mental data, it should be noted that the microindentation test
as not able to distinguish the “x” and “y” components of the

lastic modulus.48 Since the elastic displacements occurred pri-
arily in the direction of testing, which was perpendicular to

he gradient direction, the measured values should be compared
ore appropriately with the values predicted along the “x” direc-

ion than with those predicted along the “y” direction48 (in truth,
s shown in Fig. 4, each indentation was performed along the
z” direction, but the system could be hypothesized isotropic
n the plane “x–z”, which was perpendicular to the gradient
irection, as explained before). Nevertheless, the development
f the indent during the testing involved deformation in many
irections and therefore, the measured modulus could be con-

idered an average quantity.48 If so, both the calculated values,
long the “x” and the “y” direction, could be compared with the
xperimental data. On the other hand, several techniques, such
s wave velocity analysis52 and bend test,53 have been tradi-

s
m
a
b
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ionally employed to measure the elastic anisotropy of plasma
prayed materials, but they have been mainly applied to homo-
eneous materials or traditional (not graded) composites and
ot to graded coatings. Therefore the depth-sensing indentation
echnique, in spite of its limitations, resulted to be a good choice
ecause it allowed to measure locally the elastic properties in an
asy way.

The graphs in Fig. 6a and b show that the calculated elastic
roperties generally overestimated the measured ones, though
he discrepancy was usually comparable with the experimen-
al error. This discrepancy may be due to the presence of fine

icrostructural details, which can be hardly included in the
odel. For example, Damani and Wanner28 underlined that

n plasma-sprayed alumina coatings splats are often discon-
inuously bonded to each other, thus generating very narrow
nter-splat pores. Due to their thinness, such pores at the border of
plats could not be clearly distinguished in the SEM images and
herefore the simulations overvalued the inter-splat cohesion. In
act, the difference between the calculated and the experimental
alues was particularly relevant in the central part of the FGM-
1 sample (about 400 �m of depth), where the alumina volume
raction was high and the microstructure appeared particularly
ense in the SEM images. Moreover Wang et al.,47 comparing
he effectiveness of OOF and other predictive techniques, recog-
ized that in plasma-sprayed systems the physical properties of
plat boundaries cannot be unambiguously defined, which may
lso cause inaccuracy. Besides this, it should be remarked that
lso intra-splat cracks and other morphological details of the
amellae may influence the effective properties of the material,
ut they cannot be fully identified through the image analysis.47

In particular, as regards the deepest area in the cross-section of
oth the sprayed samples, the difference between the calculated
alues and the experimental data is relevant, especially along the
y” axis. This may be due to the fact that, in both cases, the deep-
st rectangular area considered in the simulations also included
he interface between the coating and the substrate which, as
lready observed, was quite faulty and resembled a bundle of lin-
ar cracks preferentially orientated along the “x” direction. The
redicted values, therefore, were directly affected by the defec-
iveness of the interface. On the contrary, while performing the
xperimental measurements, it was not possible to indent exactly
n the interface and therefore the acquired data did not strictly
efer to the most defective region. By the way, it should be under-
ined that in the percolated FGM this problem did not arise, since
he gradual infiltration of the glass along the grain boundaries did
ot result in a distinct interface. Actually, the plasma spraying
rocess may be advantageous since it is a constructive technique,
hich makes it possible to create arbitrarily the compositional
radient and ensures high reproducibility and flexibility; how-
ver, the percolation system, which relies on natural transport
henomena, produces thicker glass-alumina coatings (at least
ith the ingredient materials considered here) and avoids the
roblems connected with the interface. In order to improve the

ubstrate-coating adhesion of the sprayed FGMs a proper ther-
al treatment would be required. If the two-sprayed systems

re compared, the FGM-p2 sample showed a thinner coating,
ut the presence of a certain glass fraction (about 20%) in the
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egion next to the interface improved the adhesion to the sub-
trate, resulting in improved mechanical properties. Moreover,
he boundaries between glass splats and alumina splats could be

ore clearly defined and included in the image-based meshes
nd therefore FGM-p2, which contained some glass throughout
he whole graded coating, could be more carefully modelled.

To conclude, it should be observed that the image-based
pproach led to an inherently 2D model. The 2D hypothesis may
e reasonably applied to the monodirectional FGMs considered
ere, since they were transversally isotropic systems. However,
3D simulation could model more faithfully the real material
icrostructure, which was obviously a 3D structure45; in par-

icular, a 3D model could be useful to predict more reliably the
ehaviour of the interface in the plasma sprayed samples. Nev-
rtheless, in spite of the planar nature of the model, the predicted
alues were in fairly good agreement with the measured ones.

. Conclusions

The present research demonstrated the feasibility of produc-
ng glass-alumina FGMs via two different techniques, i.e. glass
ercolation and plasma spraying.15–17 The former was a natural
ransport based technique, since it relied on the natural infil-
ration of a CaO–ZrO2–SiO2 glass – in the molten state – into

sintered polycrystalline alumina bulk. The latter was a con-
tructive approach, since the gradient was literally built layer
y layer; however, though the sprayed FGMs were designed as
ulti-layered systems, the minimization of the layer thickness

llowed to obtain a continuous gradient. The graded zone of
he percolated FGM cross-section was much thicker than the
prayed coatings and there was no problem of adhesion; how-
ver, the constructive technique ensured higher flexibility and
epeatability.

The effective elastic properties of the glass-alumina FGMs
ere predicted by applying the rule of mixture and using a FEM

ode which was able to operate at the microscale. With the aim
f validating them, the results were compared with the exper-
mental data acquired via microindentation. The ROM could
e applied to the percolated FGM, but the result was just a
ualitative indication of the elastic profile; moreover, the ROM
reatly overestimated the elastic properties of the sprayed sam-
les. Much better results could by obtained by the computational
imulations. Actually, some inaccuracies were caused by the dif-
culty of including the peculiarities of the splat–splat boundaries
nd other really fine structural details in the model. Nevertheless,
he experimental data were fitted fairly well by the microscale
omputational simulations, which also gave further information
bout the transversally isotropic behaviour of the FGMs.
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